














Phonics Foundation
This is the explicit teaching element

of the ‘learning to read and spell’
scope and sequence

- used to teach essential skills and concepts
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‘I started using SSP (Code Mapping) in 2014 with a target trial for students who were presenting with phonemic 
awareness difficulties in Reception and Year 1. I had used a combination of techniques prior to this- Elkonin boxes, 
moving counters to represent sounds and add and delete sounds in words (Lindamood style activities), initial and 
final sound activities as well as adding phonemic awareness games to Jolly Phonics and Sound Waves (programs 

used in class) The focus on blending and segmenting words at the phoneme level, the use of ‘Duck Hands’, (speech 
sound) lines and (speech sound) numbers to provide a visual representation of sounds, and the speech sound clouds 
and monsters providing accessible orthographic information have been game changers for me. Watching students 

use their duck hands or lines to track the sounds in a word rather than looking at the first sound and guessing has 
been so encouraging. 

Tracey, School Based Speech and Language Pathologist (SLP) Read the full testimonial on SpeechSoundPics.com 



ICRWY Code Mapping Tool app 
for Apple and Android devices

$95 per year – use on up to 30 devices in school 
with the same login. 

(Email for bespoke pricing for unlimited devices)

Core (Catch up) Phonics and HFW lessons, and 
Code Mapped Readers included.















Decodable
(Code Level) 

Readers



Transition 
Readers



Making connections!
M eɪ k ɪ  ŋ k ə  n    ɛ k  ʃ  ə n z



SSP Spelling Piano app 
for tablets

One-off payment

Pass the UK Phonics Test!
All Letters and Sounds graphemes included









The Spelling Piano includes
the Monsters Keyboard!

When clicked the linked 
phonetic symbol flashes up 

for a split second

Play words in 
Speech Sounds.



SSP Monster Sounds app
Characters are alternatives 

to phonetic symbols 
Phonetic Symbols for Kids!





Spell in Monsters or
Sound Pics (graphemes)









ICRWY Lessons app 
for Apple and Android devices

Step by Step Lessons
(Miss Emma teaches, you guide)

Decodable (Code Level) and Transition Readers 
and the Code Mapping Tool included.





App store or Google Play

Search ICRWY Lessons

The app is free to download
and you can see samples.

If you click on any Subscriber 
Section (S) you will be prompted

to register, and then pay
the monthly fee.

Cancel at any time. 



Or ask your school to use the Parents as Teachers option, so 
you pay $2 for the whole academic year!

https://www.speechsoundpics.com/parents-as-
teaching-partners-ssp

https://www.speechsoundpics.com/parents-as-teaching-partners-ssp
















æ/ eɪ/

g/r/æ/s or g/r/ɑː/s   eə/n/t 



Duck Hands, Lines and Numbers This activity is integral to Code Mapping® 
Children ‘Duck Hand’ the word from left to right, with each

‘beak’ action used to segment the word into phonemes. 
Rather than counting speech sounds they are segmenting them from 

left to right  before sweeping to blend the sounds into the word. 
They are organizing the sounds, ready to ‘talk on paper’. 

They then draw Speech Sound Lines, one for each speech sound
(saying the sounds while drawing each line and then blending)

They draw Speech Sound Numbers, clearly showing the order of 
the phonemes. 

The Sound Pics (graphemes) sit on each line   
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https://www.speechsoundpics.com/predictable-texts
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Spelling Clouds for Walls A5

Without SSP
Colour Bands



With SSP 
Colour Bands 



A3 Spelling Cloud Mat 
Write on with whiteboard marker



Spelling Cloud Keyring – All Spelling Choices



Duck Level
Keyring



Monster Card Packs
Small, A6, A5

Spelling Clouds on the Back



Small Pack
- use with Monster Kit Handbook 



Speech
Sound Puppets





Everything needed for Phase 1
Photocopiable Resources

Monster Mapping Kit Handbook



Monster
Mat




